Smashing drive from Mick Kerr leads to big win
at 2019 Hawthorne Park Policar Grand Prix

Mick Kerr receiving the magnificent Copper Braid Products Trophy
presented by Hawthorne Park Slot Car Club chairman Ted Martin
Saturday November 16th 2019 saw some of the top slot car racers in the UK
meet up at the Liverpool track of Hawthorne Park Slot Car Club in order to
race and enjoy the magnificent Policar Grand Prix cars in a competitive but
friendly spirit.
The meeting could only take place thanks to the long term and generous
support of our sponsors
Copper Braid Products Ltd
Pendle Slot Racing
Amato Slot Car chassis design
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All of the cars being raced were ‘out of the box’ Policar GP models, the only
change was that all racers were asked to run Policar F22 slicks on the back
tyres, and any racer seen to be running with ‘magic’ back tyres would be
expected to change them to a new pair of F.22 tyres from HPSCC stock.
Hawthorne Park slot car club members all enjoy racing scale slot cars that
look right and go right – so the realistic scale models produced by Policar
were always going to be a hit with club members – but as soon as they
started to run on the track the way they drove was a revelation – stable and
fast they soon produced exactly the kind of close racing club members
wanted. In 2018 the club hosted the first Hawthorne Park Policar GP which
turned out to be a very successful event – leading to many calls for this to be
repeated in 2019.
One of the main reasons for the success of the 2018 Hawthorne Park Policar
GP event was the fact that ‘Mr Policar’ – Andi Rowland – attended with his
rucksack full of magic boxes that contained a mouth- watering selection of
very special slot cars. To be able to meet the creator of the cars you are
racing and race beside him on the track was a real buzz, and as soon as Andi
arrived at the track all racers crowded around to see what treasure the
rucksack held in 2019 !

Andi Rowlands with his magic boxes that appear from the rucksack
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A selection Of Policar GP cars on the track
Andretti March (number 11) was the winner of concours entered by Andi
Rowland – special mention to Phil Clayton who dared to challenge him !

Racing then began, but only after some hasty track repairs – why do slot car
tracks only ever need fettling at a big meeting….many thanks to the
Hawthorne Park club members who quickly diagnosed and solved the
problem.
Heat 1 – every one lapping in the 8 second bracket – Jeff Norton just pips
Geoff Taylor after a close race.
Heat 2 – Paul Minnis also lapping on the pace – finishing just inches behind
Pete Crane.
Heat 3 – Jeff Norton ups his pace – lapping in 7.9 seconds ! (the outright lap
record at HPSCC is 7.1 seconds with a ‘full house’ open GT car) – his drive to
beat a chasing Mike Guy saw much air over the famous HPSCC hump back
bridge.
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Jeff Norton checking his aero settings before his next yumping session…
Ted Martin on race control ready to show his ‘coiled cobra’ marshals
technique during heat 4….
Heat 4 – 2 yellow Marches driven by Phil Clayton and Pete Crane dice side by
side through the whole race – but the highlight was undoubtedly race
controller Ted Martin emerging at lightning speed from his seat to clear the
track of crashed cars a millisecond in front of the dicing leaders…Pete sneaks
another win.
Heat 5 – Toby Knowles drives smooth and well to keep up the pressure on
Jeff Norton – but Jeff stays cool and takes another win.
Heat 6 – Ted Martin sets the pace to lead this heat most of the way, but one
small off sees Pete Crane sneak another win.
Heat 7 – One of the pleasures of racing at HPSCC is due to the fact that all 4
lanes can be winning lanes – as this heat proves – Mick Kerr setting a 7.9
second lap on the inside black lane as he chases Jeff Norton who wins the
heat from the outside yellow lane.
Heat 8 – best race of the day – Ted Martin with his red March runs side by
side all the way to the flag with Phil Clayton driving his yellow March – Phil
just takes the win to a round of applause from the spectators.
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A view of the full circuit showing the electronic timing race control screens
Heat 9 – Mick Kerr seems to have car trouble with his pick-up braids not quite
set correctly – but puts in a 7.8 second lap after fixing the problem….a new
official lap record for standard Policar at HPSCC – but Rob Kerr wins the
heat.
Heat 10 – Phil Clayton and Ted Martin resume the Phil and Ted show….but
Ted takes the win this time.
Heat 11 – Family fun – the Knowles family vs the Kerr family – Mick and Rob
Kerr race against Roy and Toby Knowles – it turns out to be dad’s delight –
Mick from Rob and Roy from Toby – Mick putting in another 7.8 on his way to
the win.
Heat 12 – Paul Minnis does a great job sorting out and marshalling a huge
crash under the bridge, eventually Ted Martin emerges the winner from the
slot car carnage !
Heat 13 – Mark Webster and Roy Knowles – both lapping well down in the 8’s
– enjoy a great dice – but Mick Kerr looks cool and confident as he takes the
win.
Heat 14 – Andi Rowlands leads most of this heat and looks set for his first win
– but Phil Clayton claws his way past after an early off to just sneak by on the
line – another great race that earns a round of applause from the spectators.
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Drivers at the start of a race
Heat 15 – Rob Heseltine, Mark Webster and Roy Knowles enjoy a 3 way dice
for the heat win – all taking turns to lead – sadly Phil Hayes has some
controller problems – Rob Heseltine drives well to take the win.
Heat 16 – with his controller problem now fixed Phil Hayes is on the pace and
takes a good win from a charging Mike Guy.
Heat 17 – the last heat sees Mark Webster dice with Pete Crane – but Pete
hangs on for the win.
The race control computer system has added the total laps – and parts of laps
- that each driver has completed during all 4 heats – every driver racing on
every lane – to produce a qualifying order. This order is then used to enable
drivers to choose a lane in the ‘step up’ finals – the first final is between
Matthew Knowles, Andi Rowland, Graham Edwards and Toby Knowles. After
a close and exciting race Andi Rowland takes the win after lapping
consistently in the mid 8’s – and therefore ‘steps up’ to the next final.
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View from the pits as the step up finals are underway
Andi Rowlands, Phil Hayes, Mark Webster and Roy Knowles line up, but soon
after the race starts Roy loses a wheel…his racing now ended for the
day….but Mark Webster gives local ace Phil Hayes a good race, but Phil
takes a good win to step up to the next final.
Mike Guy, Geoff Taylor, Phil Hayes and Rob Heseltine line up for this race –
and a terrific dice between Geoff, Mike and Rob is soon underway – Geoff
Taylor keeps activating the ‘new driver record’ motto from the electronic race
control as he finds new pace in the heat of the racing – but Mike Guy drives a
top class race to win and thus ‘step up’ from this race.
After his braid trouble in one of the heats Mick Kerr did not qualify straight to
the top final – and so he was now racing against Rob Kerr, Phil Clayton and
Mike Guy….but his car is now running well and he streaks away to a good
win …putting in sub 8 second laps on the way…to join the 3 top qualifier’s in
the culmination of the day’s racing – the HPSCC 2019 Policar GP Final.
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The Final
Top qualifier Pete Crane had first lane choice and with his new Policar March
running well all day looked an odds on favourite to repeat his 2018 win at his
local track.HPSCC ace Ted Martin had also found the key to fast and
consistent laps with his Policar March, so HPSCC club members stood a
good chance of retaining the trophy. Up against them were 2 well known
national champion slot car racers – Jeff Norton - also driving a new Policar
March - and Mick Kerr with his well sorted and much raced Policar Lotus 72.
The club room quietens, the countdown begins…and the race starts…all four
cars together…then Pete, Ted and Jeff claw out a slight lead racing together
as they get half way round the track and begin to enter the bridge
complex….but Mick Kerr is pushing his car to the limit trying to get back on
terms with the leading bunch…he leaves his braking very very late…too
late !…and barrels into the tight turn way over the limit…..his car bounces off
the other 3 …knocking them all out of the slot…and they are now in a heap
under the bridge….but the racing gods have smiled on Mick today and his car
has bounced back into his slot…away from the tangled pile of cars that the
poor marshal is now trying to sort out….so Mick blasts away into the distance
trying not to laugh too loudly !
Eventually Pete, Jeff and Ted resume the chase…but the final is only 3
minutes long and Mick now has almost a one lap lead….but he drives a great
race to lap consistently and well…the other 3 all set personal best laps as
they chase after Mick – Pete recording a new Policar outright lap record of 7.7
seconds as he tries to put pressure on Mick..he is visibly closing the gap
every lap…closely followed by Jeff and Ted…but they are all too close to the
limit and all de slot once too often to manage to catch Mick…who runs out a
surprised, sheepish but worthy winner !
Mick takes the win after an exciting race – well done Mick.
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Pete Crane came second

Jeff Norton came third – just from Ted Martin after a tight race in the final
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Andi Rowlands won concours

The Knowles family were awarded the ‘Spirit of the meeting trophy’ – they are
all proven winners at the Pendle club but found the competition very hot at the
HPSCC Policar GP – but all drove well and added much to the days racing
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A close up of the Andi Rowlands pit boxes
The raffle prizes were drawn and Mark Webster, Toby Knowles, Mike Guy
and Rob Heseltine were all lucky enough to win Amoto Slot Car Chassis
Design products that fitted exactly with the Policar motor and back axle
assemblies that had powered all of the Policar raced today.
Thanks to Pendle Slot Racing a Policar Lotus 72 white kit was the main raffle
prize and Pete Crane held the winning ticket for that – to a few groans from
the unlucky ticket holders present…..
All in all another great slot car day event at Hawthorne Park Slot Car Club,
many many thanks to all the entrants and of course our meeting sponsors –
we hope to see you all next year.
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